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Abstract
The performance of two different computer systems for representing faces was compared with human ratings of similarity and
distinctiveness, and human memory performance, on a specific set of face images. The systems compared were a graph-matching
system (Lades M, Vorbru¨ggen JC, Buhmann J, Lage J, von der Malsburg C, Wu¨rtz RP, Konen W. IEEE., Trans Comput
1993;42:300–311.) and coding based on principal components analysis (PCA) of image pixels (Turk M, Pentland A. J Cognitive
Neurosci 1991;3:71–86.). Replicating other work, the PCA-based system produced very much better performance at recognising
faces, and higher correlations with human performance with the same images, when the images were initially standardised using
a morphing procedure and separate analysis of ‘shape’ and ‘shape-free’ components then combined. Both the graph-matching and
(shapeshape free) PCA systems were equally able to recognise faces shown with changed expressions, both provided
reasonable correlations with human ratings and memory data, and there were also correlations between the facial similarities
recorded by each of the computer models. However, comparisons with human similarity ratings of faces with and without the hair
visible, and prediction of memory performance with and without alteration in face expressions, suggested that the graph-matching
system was better at capturing aspects of the appearance of the face, while the PCA-based system seemed better at capturing
aspects of the appearance of specific images of faces. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Engineers attempting to build computer systems for
the recognition and matching of faces have at their
disposal a bewildering variety of possible techniques.
For example, faces may be represented and compared
as lists of measurements of features (e.g. interocular
distance, length of nose, width of mouth)1, or more
complex area or ratio measures (e.g. ratio of face width
to face height), or they may be described in terms of
parametric variations on an underlying 3D surface [1].
However, the techniques which have had most recent
success have been based upon relatively low level
image-features (note the hyphen: the term ‘features’ is
reserved here for facial landmarks such as nose and
eyes). For example, in a recent competition funded by
the Army Research Laboratory to find the most robust
face recognition method [2], the systems which reached
the final stages were those of Pentland et al. [3], based
upon principal components analysis (PCA) of image
pixel values, Wiskott et al. [4], based upon graph-
matching of Gabor wavelets and Atick [5], based upon
local feature analysis, which is derived from PCA.
The apparent success of these systems is particularly
interesting given that they all seem to rely not on
abstracted information about faces, per se, but instead
code images of faces in terms only of lower-level char-
acteristics. PCA is a method of dimensional reduction
which codes statistical regularity in a set of images (in
this case faces). Treating each image as a vector of
(pixel intensity) values, it is possible to derive eigenvec-
tors, relatively few of which capture most of the vari-
* Corresponding author. Fax: 44 1786 467641; e-mail:
pjh@psych.stir.ac.uk.
1 Some of these measurements, however, would require reliable
and automatic methods for locating features, itself a far from trivial
problem.
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ance in the image set. Images of faces can subsequently
be represented not as a vector of pixels, but as the
weighted sum of eigenvectors which best reconstructs
the original. In this way, facial images are represented
in terms of the statistical regularities within a set. In
contrast, the system based on graph-matching of Gabor
wavelets does not capture regularity within a set, but
specific image characteristics. The images are filtered by
sets of Gabor filters at several scales and orientations
(see Fig. 4), centred at each of a number of points
around the face. These points form a labelled graph,
with vertices represented by the outputs of the filters. In
the graph-matching system described by Wiskott et al.
[4], the graph derived from a particular facial image is
matched against a set of stored graphs derived from
other face images. Successful matching occurs as a
function of goodness of fit measures derived from these
matches.
Although these classes of system are very different
from one another, they share the characteristic of being
based on image properties, rather than abstract repre-
sentations of faces. Interestingly, there is now consider-
able evidence that human representation of faces may
similarly be based upon relatively low level image-fea-
tures rather than more abstract descriptions of facial
features (i.e. feature separations or protuberances).
Suggestive evidence for this proposal comes from the
fact that human face recognition is severely disrupted
by certain image transformations which might be
thought to leave abstract representations untouched.
First, human face recognition is considerably disturbed
if faces are shown in photographic negatives [6,7], and
it is not clear why this should be so if simple feature
measurements formed the basis of our representations.
Recognition and matching of faces is also severely
disrupted by changes in direction of lighting, particu-
larly where unfamiliar lighting directions are used [8,9].
Human face recognition is also very poor if simple line
drawings are shown which depict the outline of face
features (thereby preserving their spatial layout), but
very much enhanced if a simple thresholding operation
is added which blacks in areas which were originally
dark in the image [10,1]. Again, it is not clear why this
result should occur if faces were represented as lists of
feature measurements, although effects of negation,
image thresholding and lighting might all be explicable
if 3D shape-from shading were an important compo-
nent of building face representations. However, if hu-
man face perception delivers a 3D model of a face it is
unclear why recognition of previously unfamiliar faces
is so badly disrupted when viewpoint is changed [11].
Such observations have led us to suggest that the
human visual system encodes faces on the basis of an
image coding which preserves information about rela-
tive light and dark, which may permit recovery of shape
from shading. The artificial face recognition systems
described by [12,13,4] have each been attributed some
possible biological plausibility. Principal components
analysis is readily implemented by neural networks, and
Turk and Pentland [12] speculate that human face
recognition is a good candidate for a recognition mech-
anism based upon fast, low-level 2D image processing,
in contrast to the multi-stage model-based approach
common in descriptions of 3D object recognition. The
development of von der Malsburg’s system was guided
by a dynamic link theory of binding [14,15] and the
Gabor wavelets which it uses have been likened to
receptive fields in primary visual cortex [16]. These
systems are described in more detail below.
Given the appeal made by the authors of such sys-
tems to their psychological:biological plausibility, there
have been rather few attempts to evaluate them against
human data. A number of authors have examined how
well human recognition memory for faces, or ratings of
face distinctiveness, memorability and so forth, corre-
late with measures of distinctiveness:typicality derived
from PCA applied to the same set of images [17–19]. In
general, PCA yields good predictions of human perfor-
mance with the same set of face images. Thus O’Toole
et al. [18] found that measures of face distinctiveness
delivered by PCA coding cross-loaded with human face
ratings and with d % scores obtained from memory ex-
periments. Hancock et al. [19] demonstrated that sepa-
rate coding and recombination of faces via ‘shape’ and
‘shape-free’ image components (see section on com-
puter analyses, below) produced better performance
still. However, one disadvantage of all previous evalua-
tions of PCA against human performance with faces is
that it is memory for the pictures, rather than of the
faces, which has been tested. As noted by a number of
authors [11,20,21], typical face memory experiments in
which identical pictures are shown at study and test
confound face recognition with picture memory. One
aim of the work described in this article is to examine
how well PCA is able to predict which faces will be well
remembered when they must be recognised in different
expressions.
Research which examines how well performance of
the graph-matching system correlates with human per-
formance has been more limited still, though Bieder-
man [25] reports some preliminary data using a face
matching paradigm. In these studies, the graph-match-
ing system has proved able to predict how human
matching of faces declines as viewpoint between the
faces-to-be matched is increased. However, the system
has not been used to predict the similarity space be-
tween different individual faces.
In none of the above studies has any attempt been
made to compare the performance of the system under
test with another image-based coding system, so where
there are correlations with human performance it is not
known if these arise because of general aspects of the
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Fig. 1. From left: Original face image, from the expression set; neutral version of same face with hair manually removed; triangulation used to
mark the ‘shape’ of the face; ‘shape free’ face after morphing to the average shape.
system (e.g. coding of image-features) or from some-
thing more specific. In the work presented here, the
performance of human observers against both graph-
matching and PCA systems are compared, to identify
which of the two computational models provides a
better prediction of human performance, and why.
Three different areas of human performance with
faces were examined: (1) similarity; (2) rated distinctive-
ness; and (3) actual memory. For similarity judgements,
observers were asked to sort face images into piles,
based on their appearance. For distinctiveness, they
were asked to rate how easily they thought they would
recognise the face. Subsequently, their actual ability to
recognise the faces was tested in a surprise recognition
task, thereby producing actual memory scores. The
following section describes the collection of these data
in more detail. Then described are the two computer-
based recognition systems and finally, the human and
computer perceptions of the same faces are compared.
2. Human perceptions of faces
2.1. Materials
Our image set was derived from 50 young adult
Caucasian males. Each person was photographed from
a set distance with a neutral expression, and then asked
to display happiness, disgust and surprise. However,
not all of the original 200 images were usable for
technical reasons and in addition, some of the ‘expres-
sions’ were not entirely convincing, leaving us with 186
usable images. The set of 50 neutral expressions was
used as targets, and an additional two or three extra
images of each person, a total of 136, as a test set.
3. Distinctiveness and memorability measurements
3.1. Materials
The 50 neutral faces and another 50, picked arbitrar-
ily from the expressing faces, one per identity, were
used. They were displayed at 240280 pixels, corre-
sponding to approximately 5 cm width on a Sun moni-
tor, with 256 grey levels. Backgrounds were removed
manually using a digital editing program and replaced
with a plain white field. Each set was split arbitrarily
into two halves, A and B. An example of one of the
expressing faces is shown in Fig. 1.
3.2. Participants
Sixty volunteer white Caucasian undergraduates, ap-
proximately half male, were paid to take part in the
experiment. The participants did not know any of the
people shown in the photographs.
3.3. Method
Participants were initially shown 25 faces, from one
of the half sets A or B, sequentially, and asked to rate
each for distinctiveness on a scale of 1–10, prompted
by the question: ‘suppose you had to meet this person
at a station, how easy would it be to pick them out’. A
score of ten corresponds to easy, meaning distinctive.
After a gap of 10–15 minutes, while they were doing
unrelated object-recognition tasks, participants were
shown 50 faces, without prior warning. They were
asked to respond, again on a scale of 1 to 10, how
certain they were that each face had been shown in the
first part of the experiment, with 10 being certain that it
had. The responses to those that had in fact been seen
were averaged to give a hit score for each face, while
those for distracter faces were averaged to give false
positive scores.
There were three test conditions. One set of partici-
pants were shown neutral faces initially, and subse-
quently tested on the same set (NN). A second set were
shown neutral and tested on expressing (NE), while the
third were shown expressing and tested on neutral
(EN). In the NN condition, the images used in rating
and recognition phases were identical, allowing the
possibility of image rather than face recognition. There
were 20 participants in each condition, half seeing the
A set for rating, half the B set.
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Table 1
Average ratings for the three test conditions
Hit score S.D. False positive S.D. S.D.Distinctiveness S.D.
1.1 7.5NN 1.36.1 3.5 1.2
NE 6.1 1.1 6.5 1.5 4.5 1.1
0.90 6.3EN 1.56.0 4.0 1.5
S.D. criterion S.D.d %
1.2 0.12 0.56NN 1.9
1.0 0.05 0.420.88NE
1.3EN 1.1 0.27 0.65
S.D., standard deviation.
The values for distinctiveness, hit score and false
positive score from the ten participants for each half set
were combined to give average values for each face.
Since two groups (NN and NE) rated the neutral faces
for distinctiveness, these values could be averaged over
20 ratings for subsequent comparison with computer
data.
3.4. Results
Table 1 shows mean and standard deviations (S.D.)
of the results for the three different conditions. There is
no significant difference in the three distinctiveness
ratings (Anova, F (2,98)0.27), but there is an effect
of condition on memorability of the faces (hit score: F
(2,98)24.8, PB0.01; false positive score: F (2,98)
14.3, PB0.01). Our observers did find it easier to
recognise the same image than the same face with a
different expression. That they should also find it easier
to reject distracter images in the NN condition is
presumably because of their increased confidence with
recognising the correct targets, since the distracter im-
ages in all three conditions are equally unseen.
A high hit score for an individual face does not
necessarily mean it was memorable: it could be that it
also has a high false positive score. In this case, observ-
ers are responding yes whether or not it was actually
seen before; the face simply seems familiar. This effect
has been termed ‘context free familiarity’ [22], since the
confusion presumably comes from the participants’
other experience of faces, though it could also be that
the face really does resemble one in the distracter set.
By signal detection theory, a high familiarity (high
hit and false positive) score would correspond to partic-
ipants using a low criterion. Highly memorable faces,
with high hit score and low false positive score, will
have a high value for d %. Although it is not usual to
compute d % values using single observations from multi-
ple observers, it can be done. The responses are bi-
narised such that responses of six or above are counted
as ‘yes’, five and below as ‘no’. These average hit rates
yield values for d % and criterion, average values for
which are reported in Table 1. The values for d %
confirm an effect of condition on memorability (F
(2,98)26.3, PB0.01) but there is no effect on crite-
rion (F (2,98)2.86, P\0.01).
4. Similarity ratings
A sorting task was used to gather information about
the perceived similarity of our set of faces. The task was
carried out with and without hair information.
4.1. Materials
The same 50 male face images, on a white back-
ground as before, were printed at 3.54.5 in. on a
laser printer and enclosed in clear sleeves to prevent
handling damage. A second set of prints was produced
following editing to remove the hair from the images,
see Fig. 1.
4.2. Participants
Eighty volunteer white Caucasian undergraduates,
approximately half male and none of whom had partic-
ipated in experiment 1, were paid to take part in the
experiment, half sorting images with hair, half without.
4.3. Method
The participants were given the set of 50 prints, and
asked to sort them into sets based on facial similarity.
They were free to choose how many subsets to create
and what the basis for separation should be. If prints
are laid on top of each other in piles, there is a
temptation to match only to the most recent member of
a pile. Participants were therefore encouraged to spread
them out on a large table or the floor, in order to help
with the identification of coherent groupings. The pro-
cess typically took about 20 min.
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Fig. 2. The first four ‘shape free’ eigenfaces.
4.4. Results
Participants sorted the faces with hair into an aver-
age of 11.5 piles, range: 2–29. Without hair, they were
sorted into an average of 9.8 piles, range: 2–23. The
somewhat lower numbers without hair reflect the ex-
pected extra difficulty of the task.
The most direct way to assess similarity from these
sort data is simply to count the number of co-occur-
rences; the more often two faces are grouped together,
the more similar they are taken to be. The range of
co-occurrences with hair is from zero to twenty, with a
mean (and median) of six, without hair, from zero to
twenty-two, again with a mean of six.
5. Computer analyses
5.1. Principal component analysis
PCA is established as a method for computer identifi-
cation of faces [12]. Analysis of a set of suitably aligned
face images yields a set of ‘eigenfaces’ which may be
used as the basis for a compact coding of the faces (see
Fig. 2). New images are analysed using the same set of
eigenfaces to give a vector which may be matched
rapidly using Euclidean or some other measure of
distance with the stored codings. In the work reported
here, the images are normalised for inter-ocular dis-
tance and ocular location, i.e. the faces are scaled and
translated to put the centre of both eyes in the same
x, y location for all images.
Craw and Cameron [23] showed that recognition can
be improved if the faces are first ‘morphed’ to an
average shape prior to running PCA. A number of
points, in this case 38, that define the locations of
features such as eyes, nose and mouth are located on
each face manually (see Fig. 1). It would be possible to
do this automatically, as the graph matching system
below does, but such a system has not been imple-
mented. The morphing procedure then aligns all the
major internal features of each face, putting them into
an average position. PCA may then be performed sepa-
rately on the shape-free face images and on the shape
vectors consisting of the x, y location of the points on
the original face images. The shape components capture
much of the effect of changing expressions, as well as
the variations in shape between individuals, while the
shape-free image components capture fine scale detail
such as variations in nose shape and skin texture(Fig.
2).
The variations captured by the shape components
may be viewed by creating an animation. An average
face is distorted by displacing the key points by a range
of small amounts (e.g. 90.5 in steps of 0.1) in the
direction specified by a shape component. When viewed
sequentially, the first component in our set is seen to
produce a nodding head. Note that while all the faces
are supposedly looking straight at the camera it is not
possible to control this completely. The first component
thus codes the angle of the head, which seems unlikely,
except perhaps in extreme cases, to have much bearing
on human perceptions of distinctiveness or identity of
the face. The second component codes head size, which
presumably is relevant. The third codes the position of
the major feature groups within the face, but the fourth
and fifth code the other two dimensions of head move-
ment: shaking and twisting side to side. These two
components, along with the first, were removed from
subsequent computations on the grounds that while of
relatively high variance, they should contribute little to
any possible human perceptions of important aspects of
the face. Animations showing the effects of these com-
ponents are available at: http:::www-psych.stir.ac.uk:
pjh:pca-face.html.
One issue that always arises when using PCA is how
many components to take. There are 50 faces, which
will give up to 49 components, after subtracting the
mean. O’Toole et al. [24] showed that later components
(those with lower eigenvalues) were more important
than the earlier components for recognition. Early com-
ponents carry more general characteristics of the faces,
such as their gender. Hancock et al. [19] showed that it
is relatively early components that correlate with hu-
man perceptions of distinctiveness and memorability.
Here we are comparing PCA with human perceptions
of distinctiveness and also of similarity and the expecta-
tion is that the early components will again be the most
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Fig. 3. The effects of varying the number of ‘shape free’ components on correlations with human data: (1) Correlation with d % scores; (2) Average
rank correlations with similarity ratings. For each graph, last PC includes all components from one up to that one, first PC includes all
components from that one up to 49.
significant. To anticipate our results somewhat, Fig. 3
shows correlations with similarity and distinctiveness as
the number of components is varied. The details of
what is being plotted are explained below, for now it is
the general form of the graphs tha are of interest. Much
of the correlation comes from the very first component
and in both cases rises to a maximum after only a few
components are included. Removing the early compo-
nents from the correlation causes it to fall away rapidly,
leaving only noise by the time ten are excluded.
Similar results are obtained for all the varieties of
PCA considered here. Exactly where the maximum
occurs varies, but in all cases it was at less than ten
components. Rather than fiddle about using different
numbers of components in each condition, the first ten
will be used in all our tests, since it is patterns of results
rather than the ultimate performance that is interesting
and the fall-off of correlation is very slight in any case.
The stability of the plots in Fig. 3 indicates that it is
unlikely that much is being missed.
This leaves the question of how to combine the shape
and shape-free image components. Some form of scal-
ing is necessary, since otherwise the shape components
will dominate as they have a larger numerical variance,
for no interesting reason (one set of components being
in the dimension of pixel co-ordinates, the other in the
dimension of pixel grey-levels). Since there is no prior
reason to suppose either component type has more
significance, the two sets are scaled to have equal
variance prior to combination. The first ten shape-free
image components, and the first ten shape components
are taken, excluding one, four and five. Plots similar to
those in Fig. 3 (but not reproduced here) indicate that
this combination is in a stable region, where adding or
removing one or two components either way has little
effect on the results.
This results in having four sets of PCA data for the
faces: full image, as per Turk and Pentland, shape-free
images, as per Craw and Cameron, the shape vector
alone and finally shapeshape-free components com-
bined. The components are generated from the target
set of 50 faces, and subsequently used to analyse the
test set of 136. All the results here use the first ten
components from images (with or without shape re-
moval) and the first ten, minus one, four and five, from
the shape vectors.
5.2. Graph matching system
The graph matching face recognition system tested
here was developed by von der Malsburg’s group at
Ruhr-Universitat Bochum [13]. A full explanation of its
operation would be impractical here, and readers are
referred to [13]. In summary: face images are coded by
families of Gabor-type wavelets (see Fig. 4), at several
scales and orientations, located at a number of loca-
tions around the face. The locations are found auto-
matically for a new face, by comparing the image with
Fig. 4. Response of an example Gabor filter.
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Fig. 5. Example of the graph matching process: target face on the left,
test image on the right.
are in a fixed location within the image but all other
features are moveable. The PCA has to code this
variability within the eigenfaces, some of which display
multiple features. Separating out the coarse shape in-
formation allows the image PCA to work in a more
linear space—the features are more closely aligned.
In addition to reducing variability between identities,
the shape removal can also remove some of the effects
of expressions, and provide a measure of invariance to
head angle. It can only help with expression effects that
change the location of features, such as eyebrows; the
sudden presence of teeth in a smile is necessarily an
image change. Head angle changes of a few degrees can
be allowed for; anything large enough to obscure some
features will necessarily pose problems for the image
part of the PCA.
The graph matching system as tested here handles
both changes of expression and viewing angle similarly,
by allowing distortion of the matching grid. Work is in
progress to handle rotational invariance more explicitly.
6. Computer–human correlations
6.1. Similarity judgements
The human participants gave similarity measures for
the target faces by sorting them into piles. These data
may be accumulated to give a similarity measure be-
tween any pair of faces by counting the occasions on
which they are grouped together. The two computer
systems also give similarity information. The graph
matching system works by explicitly calculating a stress
value for the fit between the target face and each face in
the recognition set. The lower the stress, the more
similar the two faces. The PCA-based system computes
a vector for each face. A simple measure of similarity
between two faces is then given by the Euclidean dis-
tance between their vector representations. This section
reports a comparison between the two computer-based
similarity metrics, and the human ratings.
One way to approach this is to look at the nearest
neighbour for each face; do the computer systems pick
as their second choice a face that humans often group
with the target? This approach, however, ignores all the
information about the similarity of the other faces in
the set. This information might be utilised by perform-
ing a correlation between the human and computer
similarities for all the faces. A simple correlation seems
inappropriate, since the human similarity scale, while
hopefully monotonic, seems unlikely to be linear.
Therefore a rank correlation is performed. For each
face in turn as target, the other faces were ordered
according to their similarity, as judged by human and
computer. A Kendall rank correlation, with adjustment
for ties, since there are many in the human data, was
a set of reference model faces. Example graphs are
shown in Fig. 5. The face locations form a labelled
graph, with the activity vector (or ‘jet’) of the local
wavelets attached to each vertex. A graph is stored for
each face in the target set. During recognition a new
face image is input and an initial graph formed by
reference to the model faces. This is then adapted to
form the best possible match with each stored graph in
turn, by distorting the grid. The process is controlled by
a penalty function which favours similarity of the jets
attached to corresponding vertices of the two graphs,
and penalises metric deformation of the grid. The test
face is deemed to match the stored graph for which the
penalty function is lowest. However, it is possible that
the input face is unknown to the system, in which case
all of the matches should be poor. A measure of
confidence in the result is given by the difference be-
tween the lowest match distance and the average of the
rest. Only if the best match is significantly below the
average will an identification be claimed.
5.3. Comparison of the computer systems
The two systems considered differ in an important
respect. PCA is a linear transformation of the image
space and is purely descriptive. It identifies a set of
image-features that capture as much as possible of the
pixel information present for a given limited number of
descriptors. The graph matching system codes relation-
ships between its low level image-features and is there-
fore inherently more powerful as a recognition system.
This does not mean it will necessarily work better; the
power may not be needed, or the image-features may be
inappropriate.
PCA on full images is purely image-based. One of the
reasons for its limited performance is that facial fea-
tures will appear in differing locations within the image.
The faces are aligned such that the centres of the eyes
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then calculated on the two orderings. This gives a total
of 50 rank correlations, one per target face, for each
comparison between the human and computer data.
Average values over the 50 faces are shown in Fig. 6.
The numbers of components used for the different
types of PCA are as described in the section on PCA
above. Note that while the human participants were
rating the faces with and without hair, the computer
systems are only looking at the faces with hair. It is not
the intention of the authors to establish what the
computer systems would do if presented with a hairless
face, but what they do when presented with a normal
image with hair, e.g. to what extent might they be
‘distracted’ from the inner features when hair informa-
tion is present?
Fig. 6 shows that all of the numbers are above the
line that marks an average correlation of 0.057, which
corresponds to PB0.005, so that a formally significant
agreement between humans and computer systems is
the case. As the correlations themselves are quite small
and the values approximately normally distributed,
statistical tests are performed upon them
untransformed.
Considering differences between the systems, two
things are apparent from Fig. 6: the average correla-
tions for the graph matching system when compared
with humans seeing faces without hair are higher than
for anything from the PCA-based system, and the
figures for matching with hair are higher than those
without. A paired t-test shows no difference between
the shapeshape free PCA and graph matching sys-
tems’ results with hair (t490.98, P\0.05). Anova,
comparing graph matching with shapeshape-free
PCA with and without hair, shows no effect of com-
puter system (F1,492.9), but an effect of hair presence
(F1,4911.1, PB0.005) and an interaction between
them (F1,4911.9, PB0.005). It is evident that most of
the difference between the systems comes from the no
hair condition. The graph matching system appears
almost equally able to capture the similarities used by
humans, whether their judgements come from faces
with or without hair (t491.16, p\0.05).
Comparing shapeshape-free with full-image PCA,
ANOVA confirms an improvement from the shape
separation (F1,4912.3, PB0.05) and again shows an
effect of the presence of hair (F1,4938.7, PB0.05) but
no interaction (F1,490.46). Shape-only PCA performs
identically with or without hair which suggests that
people do use the shape of the face to assess similarity
whether or not they can see the hair. It does not
improve when humans can see the hair because the
shape model contains no information about hair. The
combination of shape and shape-free image compo-
nents again fares best of the PCA systems, both with
and without hair.
A final point of interest is whether the two computer
systems themselves agree on a similarity ordering. That
this is the case is suggested by the observation that the
rank correlations themselves tend to be correlated.
Thus the scores for graph matching and shapeshape
free PCA with human with-hair ratings show r0.65,
PB0.005. Direct comparison of the orderings pro-
duced by the two systems confirms this, producing an
average rank correlation of 0.48, higher than any of the
values in Fig. 6. Conversely, comparison of the shape
with shape free PCA shows no significant agreement,
with an average correlation of only 0.04. Apparently
these two varieties of PCA capture different aspects of
similarity, which combine to produce a better match
with the human data than either alone.
While the correlations are formally significant, they
are small. Neither computer system does a particularly
good job of explaining the human variance. One possi-
ble explanation for this is that the human data are
rather noisy. Biederman [25] reports much better corre-
lations between the graph matching system and human
data derived from a psychophysical presentation
method. Two faces are presented in rapid succession,
and the participant has to respond simply with whether
the faces are the same or not. A pilot experiment using
some of the faces from this experiment also gave larger
correlations than those from the sorting task of this
experiment, at around 0.35. This method shall be fur-
ther explored.
Another possibility is that humans use several simi-
larity metrics, of which our computer systems capture
only some subset. Previous work relating computer
systems to human performance has indicated that the
latter may be mediated by a number of factors not
directly addressed by our experiments. Thus O’Toole et
al. [18] used principal components analysis to recode
their human rating data into factors such as memora-
bility and accuracy, the latter yielding particularly good
correlation with their computer analysis. It is hoped
that further investigation of this area will help to tease
out these complexities.
Fig. 6. Average Kendall rank correlations between human and com-
puter-based similarity judgements, when humans are rating faces with
and without visible hair. The line marks correlation for PB0.005.
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Fig. 7. Correlations between computer systems and human perceptions of distinctiveness.
6.2. Distincti6eness and memorability
The human distinctiveness and memorability data
came from showing participants one set of face images
for rating and subsequently testing on a larger set. The
computers were given a similar task, being trained
initially on the complete set of 50 neutral faces. For
PCA, this means using this set to extract the principal
components; for the graph matching system, building a
model for each target face. Both systems recognise the
target set perfectly, so there is no useful information to
be had about distinctiveness from there. The systems
were tested on the complete set of 136 expression
images. The full PCA system identified all of these
correctly, the graph matching system failed on five2.
Since none of the images were identical to the targets,
there was always some error in the matching process,
and it is this error that can be related to human
concepts of distinctiveness.
There are three sets of human data, from the condi-
tions NN, NE and EN. The distinctiveness data from
the first two may usefully be combined, since both
groups were rating the same neutral faces. For memo-
rability measures, the closest match to the computer
task is given by the NE condition, since then both
humans and computer have a neutral target set and are
tested on expressing faces.
For the graph matching system, it is possible to
measure how confident the system is of its match. It is
hoped that a positive correlation between this confi-
dence measure and the human-judged distinctiveness
and hit rate can be found. For the PCA systems there
are two possible measures. One is a confidence measure
similar to the graph matching system: what is the
difference between the distance to the desired target
and the mean distance to all the others, as measured on
the axes defined by the principal components. The
second is the error of reconstruction; a measure of how
well the test image is coded by the PCA basis faces.
Previous work has shown that there are correlations
between reconstruction error and human ratings of
distinctiveness and memorabilty [18,19]. Here, for con-
sistency with the graph matching system, results are
reported from the PCA confidence measure, but error
of reconstruction shows a very similar pattern of
results.
6.2.1. Distincti6eness
The results are summarised in Fig. 7, which also
indicates with a vertical line the value of r0.24, which
is significant at P0.005 (this low value chosen to
adjust for the total of ten correlations computed).
A number of points are apparent from Fig. 7. There
is generally little to choose between the correlations
with human ratings of expressing and neutral faces. The
shape free PCA is better than full image PCA, while the
addition of shape information again offers some im-
provement over the shape free image alone. The graph
matching system is comparable with the PCA-based
system.
6.2.2. Recognition
Table 2 summarises the correlations with memory
scores, showing the performance of each system against
hit scores, false positive scores, d % and criterion values.
In Table 2 again, rcrit for PB0.005 is 0.24, so for the
NE data, the only significant correlations come from
graph matching. For the NN data, many of the correla-
2 This should not be taken as evidence that the PCA system is
generally better at identification than the graph system. With both
systems working at or close to ceiling the difference is not significant,
and another set of faces might produce a different result.
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Table 2
Correlations between computer-based measures and human recogni-
tion scores
False positive D’Human NN data CriterionHit
Graph matching 0.33 0.27 0.34 0.07
0.16 0.190.30 0.07PCA full
0.42PCA shape free 0.36 0.37 0.04
0.09 0.14PCA shape 0.110.2
0.34 0.350.41 0.02PCA shape
shape free
0.19Graph matching 0.290.32 0.1
0.07 0.10.15 0.03PCA full
PCA shape free 0.2 0.23 0.22 0.06
0.05 0.01 0.09PCA shape 0.0
0.17 0.18PCA shapeshape 0.18 0.06
free
some extent be matching faces. Since PCA, itself doing
the NE task, here shows a higher correlation with
human performance on the NN task, it suggests that
PCA is functioning by matching aspects of the image
that stay constant between samples of a face, since that
image constancy is presumably what mediates the
higher human performance on the NN condition (Table
1).
7. Discussion
Examining the performance of the two systems
against human assessment of the similarities between
different faces; human ratings of distinctiveness, and
actual memorability of the faces, shows that both sys-
tems are able to capture human performance fairly
well, provided that PCA is based upon shape-free faces
derived from a morph transformation with shape as-
sessed separately (this replicating the conclusions of
Hancock et al. [19]). Moreover, there is some overall
correlation between the two systems in terms of the
similarities that each sees in the set of faces from this
experiment, as well as between each and human similar-
ity ratings. Despite this, however, detailed analysis of
the performance of the two systems shows that where
they do well their performance seems to be based on
rather different aspects of the appearance of these faces.
The graph matching system seems to capture aspects
of the appearance of the faces used rather than individ-
ual pictures. The evidence for this is the equivalence of
its correlations with human judgements of similarity
whether or not the hair was visible to the humans. This
suggests that the graph matching system is sensitive to
variations in face appearance without being unduly
swamped by the hairstyle. Moreover, the correlations
between the graph-matching recognition performance
and human memory performance remains similar
whether humans are doing picture recognition (condi-
tion NN) or face recognition (condition NE).
In contrast, the PCA performance seems to be domi-
nated by details of the images. Correlations with hu-
man similarities are much higher in the situation where
humans judged faces with hair visible, and correlations
with memory performance are much better for the
picture match condition (NN) than the face match
condition (NE). Indeed the correlations achieved by
PCA shapeshape free are better than any achieved
by graph-matching when the two pictures match (e.g.
correlation of 0.41 c.f. 0.33 on the NN hit rates) but
worse than those of the graph-matching system when
they do not.
Further evidence that the PCA system is essentially
image-based comes from an error observed during the
initial phase of this work. The system completely failed
to recognise one of the faces and it was initially won-
tions are significant. There are no significant correla-
tions with criterion (Table 2).
Fig. 8 shows the results graphically for the derived
memorability scores, the others show a similar pattern.
Of note is the big difference between the NN and NE
conditions for PCA, while the graph matching system
shows a much more similar, significant correlation with
both. The PCA shape components show little signs of
correlation, so it is unsurprising that the combination is
similar to the shape-free image components alone.
The correlation shown by PCA for the NN condi-
tion, but not for NE, suggests that PCA may be
capturing something about the images, rather than the
faces, since NN is potentially an image-matching task.
To reiterate this point: the computer systems are effec-
tively performing an NE task; trying to identify the
expression set of faces by reference to the neutral
targets. In the NN condition, humans could simply be
matching images, in the NE condition they must to
Fig. 8. Correlations between computer systems and human d % scores.
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dered whether it had somehow been mis-labelled. In-
spection indicated otherwise, and it took some time to
realise that the problem was that this image had acci-
dentally been mirror-reversed during scanning. This
was unnoticeable to the casual human observer, and
to the graph-matching system, but the reversal, per-
haps because of a slight luminosity gradient, evidently
fooled the PCA system.
A question of obvious interest is why the two sys-
tems differ in their tendency to look at the face or the
image. PCA based on pixels is precise at a pictorial
level, once proper linearisation of the image space is
achieved via the morphing operations. This shape-free
transformation can improve the performance of PCA
even if it is working on relatively uninteresting image
properties such as contrast gradients, because it will
align those in both images. The graph matching sys-
tem uses Gabor wavelets as local image-feature detec-
tors, which will be relatively insensitive to such image
properties. The importance of hair also differs be-
tween the two systems. PCA analyses the whole im-
age, of which hair may contribute quite a large
number of pixels and, therefore, overall variance. The
graph matching system fits a grid over the face, that
concentrates relatively more on inner features and is
thus less affected by hair.
Does this mean that graph-matching is a better
model of human perception? Not necessarily. First,
the pixel-level analysis of the PCA that has been used
is only one possible instantiation of such a system.
The PCA could be used based on initially filtered
images to give a more physiologically plausible front
end [26]. Second, in any case humans also seem to
have their memory for unfamiliar faces dominated by
pictorial details initially, illustrated here by the signifi-
cantly better performance in the NN condition. PCA
may provide a better account of how humans recog-
nise pictures of previously unfamiliar faces, while
graph-matching may provide a closer approximation
to the representational processes which eventually al-
low us to generalise to novel exemplars.
Here has been presented a methodology for the
comparison of computer-based face processing sys-
tems that goes beyond the simple question of how
many they identify correctly. It is hoped that an ex-
tension to the comparisons to include other systems,
such as the local feature analysis developed by Penev
and Atick [5],or the related independent components
analysis [27] can be done, as well as to look at the
effects of filtration of images prior to the application
of PCA [26]. Since PCA is a just a linear redescrip-
tion of variables, it might be possible also to look at
how much it is adding to analysis beyond the im-
provements given by separating out the shape.
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